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STATE OF TEEN DRIVING IN U.S.


Fatal motor vehicle crashes involving teen drivers 15 20 years of age have declined dramatically:
 2004:
 2013:



7942
3966 (NHTSA, 2015)

Some reasons why (Engineering, Enforcement, Education)
 Strong

GDL laws
 Parent involvement in monitoring, coaching, and support
 Others (Highway engineering, vehicle design, etc.)


However, teens have highest crash risk of any age group
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X more likely to be involved in a fatal crash than drivers 20+
 1 in 5: number of 16 year olds that will be involved in a crash (CDC)
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STATE OF TEEN DRIVING IN MISSOURI
MoDOT’s Traffic & Highway Safety Division has been
charged with addressing teen driver safety.
 MoDOT’s 2012 – 2016 State Highway Safety Plan has
identified drivers 15 – 20 years of age to be at high
risk.
 Between 2009 and 2014, Missouri teen drivers 15 to 20
years of age were involved in:


705 fatal crashes and
 5,554 serious injury crashes, resulting in
 795 deaths and
 7,571 serious injuries. (MoDOT, 2015; Missouri Coalition for
Roadway Safety, 2012).
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STATE OF TEEN DRIVING IN MISSOURI


The good news is that between 2009 - 2014, young
Missouri driver:
fatalities fell 27% and
 serious injuries fell 44%




However, teens continue to be disproportionately
represented in traffic crashes:
they comprise 8.3% of Missouri licensed drivers, but
 account for 20.7% of crashes resulting in serious injury or
death (MoDOT, 2015; Missouri Coalition for Roadway Safety,
2012).
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TROUBLING SEAT BELT USAGE IN MISSOURI




MO: 67% of teen drivers and front seat passengers were seat
belted in 2014. Back seat use much less.
US: 89% belted for 8 – 15 year olds and

87% for 16 – 24 year olds (NHTSA, 2015)
Between 2011 – 2013:





MO teen seat belt use: (Missouri Safety Center, 2014)







MO: 71% of 13 – 19 year olds killed in a motor vehicle crash not
wearing seat belt (MoDOT, 2104)
US: 61% of 13 – 15 year olds and 55% of 16 – 20 year olds killed
in motor vehicle crash were unrestrained (NHTSA, 2015)
63.1%
74.8%
50.8%

Males
Females
Teen drivers of pick-up trucks

Statewide: Arrive Alive MoDOT report (2/22/16) = 59% of crash
fatalities were unbuckled
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STATE OF TEEN DRIVING IN MISSOURI


Most crashes are a result of:
 Lack of experience
 Lack of skills to recognize hazards
 Lack of skills to take corrective actions



Brain development that controls decision-making
and judgment takes place in the 20s.
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CRASH CONTRIBUTORS
Research shows driver error is the most prevalent
reason for crashes.
 The following account for about 50% of the
incidents:


 Inadequate

scanning
 Driving to fast for the conditions
 Distractions (Curry, Hafetz, Kallan, Winston & Durbin, 2011)
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STATE OF TEEN DRIVING IN MISSOURI


Missouri fatal and serious injury crash data (20092013) for teen drivers aged 15 – 19 indicates the
top five (5) contributing circumstances are:
 Driving

too fast for conditions
 Distracted/inattentive
 Failed to yield
 Speed exceeded limit
 Alcohol/drugs (MoDOT, 2015)
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WHAT IS MISSOURI DOING TO ADDRESS THIS PROBLEM?


In 2001, Missouri enacted a Graduated Driver License
(GDL) law (amended in 2006) that applies to all novice
drivers under the age of 18. It has 3 stages:
Permit
 Intermediate
 Under 21 full license




GDL provisions include:
Limits on nighttime driving
 Limits on passengers during first year of independent driving
 Requires seatbelt use for all occupants
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WHAT IS MISSOURI DOING TO ADDRESS THIS PROBLEM?

In 2009 a primary texting ban that applies to all
drivers 21 and under took effect.
 PSA’s along with education and enforcement
activities target novice drivers and their parents
 Driver education and behind-the-wheel training is
offered:


 In

a small number of schools (study shows 26/537
schools provide formal training)
 Commercial driving schools
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RESULTS IN MISSOURI
The study indicates that it is not possible to directly
correlate any of the previously mentioned activities
or reforms to lower crash rates in Missouri but
collectively, it appears these efforts are working.
 Fatal crashes involving Missouri teen drivers 15 –
20 years of age have fallen 33% from 139 in 2009
to 93 in 2014. (MoDOT 2015)
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STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES,
OPPORTUNITIES, THREATS
(SWOT ANALYSIS)
A SWOT analysis typically categorizes strengths and
weaknesses as internal factors and opportunities and
threats as external factors.
 For purposes of this project, the consultants elected not
to segment the findings into internal and external
categories because of the historically collaborative
structure of the MoDOT safe driving coalitions.
 Instead, this SWOT analysis looks at the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats from a statewide
perspective that is shared by ALL entities working in the
teen driving arena.
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STRENGTHS
Missouri has…
 Made young drivers a priority in the SHSP and HSP
ensuring focus and funding
 Systems and procedures in place to collect and
analyze teen crash and seat belt data
 A committed community of advocates working to
prevent teen crashes and save lives
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STRENGTHS
Missouri has…
 A GDL law that addresses basic elements of a model law
and/or best practice (e.g., law includes passenger and
nighttime driving restrictions, a seat belt requirement
for all vehicle occupants, supervised practice driving
hours) albeit at lesser levels than recommended
 Teen safe driving materials designed to promote
parent/teen engagement
 A primary texting law that applies to all drivers 21
years of age and younger
 Conducted an Occupant Protection Assessment and
formed a task force that is reviewing and prioritizing
the recommendations
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STRENGTHS
Missouri has…
 Identified the Department of Elementary and Secondary
(DESE) as the owner of school-based driver education
and teacher certification standards
 A law permitting municipalities and counties to pass
primary enforcement ordinances
 A law permitting the establishment of commercial
driving schools
 Adopted a uniform safety brand (Arrive Alive Save MO
Lives) that is placed on all outreach and educational
material
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WEAKNESSES
Missouri lacks…
 Systemic safety protections for novice drivers that are
proven to reduce crash risk and prevent injuries and
fatalities (i.e., inadequate GDL provisions, no mandated
driver education and training, no comprehensive cell
phone ban for teens)
 A primary seat belt law for all motor vehicle occupants
 An all driver texting ban
 An incentive for teens to complete and school districts to
offer driver education and training
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WEAKNESSES
Missouri lacks…
 Oversight of commercial driving schools
 MoDOT District consistency in how it addresses the
teen crash problem and, in some cases, behavioral
safety expertise at the District level
 Comprehensive evaluation of its teen programs to
gauge impact and reach
 A legislative traffic safety champion
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OPPORTUNITIES









Missouri should…
Encourage counties that encompass the greatest percentage of
the state’s population or are over-involved in crashes to adopt
primary ordinances to protect all motor vehicle occupants
Enact a primary seat belt law that covers all motor vehicle
occupants in all seating positions.
Strengthen key provisions of its GDL law that are proven to
reduce teen crash risk (i.e., nighttime driving and passenger
restrictions)
Identify funding sources that can be used to incentivize school
districts to offer driver education (e.g., increased seat belt,
GDL or motor vehicle fines; increased permit or driver license
fees) and encourage more teachers to obtain certification as a
driver education professional
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OPPORTUNITIES








Missouri should…
Develop and pilot a parent education program in partnership
with the school districts currently offering driver education
Identify and promote teen traffic safety programs that
evaluation indicates are effectively reaching key constituency
groups and changing behavior and build an evaluation
component into promising programs
Provide law enforcement and the judiciary the tools,
information and training/education needed to effectively and
efficiently enforce GDL and other motor vehicle laws
Build on the strength of MoDOT Districts and municipalities
with existing seat belt ordinances by forming a statewide
coalition to ignite interest in and gain passage of a statewide
primary seat belt law
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THREATS









Missouri has…
Minimal infrastructure for training driver educators and a
shrinking pool of certified driver education professionals due to
attrition
No apparent appetite in the State Legislature and little public
clamor for strengthening critical traffic safety laws, particularly the
current seat belt law
Shrinking MoDOT resources that have increased the demands
placed on District staff
114 counties , many of which are rural, and one independent city
making it difficult to reach all teens and their parents
567 school districts, making consistency in teen safe driving
programming and education difficult
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MISSOURI TEEN DRIVING REVIEW RECOMMENDATIONS









Enact a primary seat belt law that covers all motor vehicle
occupants in all seating positions.
Enact an all-driver texting ban.
Identify funding sources that can be used to incentivize school
districts to offer driver education and more teachers to obtain
certification as driver education professionals.
Develop, pilot and evaluate an evidence-based parent
education program for statewide delivery by a network of
trained facilitators.
Identify and fund core teen traffic safety programs that
evaluation indicates are effectively reaching key constituency
groups and changing behavior, and build an evaluation
component into promising programs.
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MISSOURI TEEN DRIVING REVIEW RECOMMENDATIONS








Form a statewide Seat Belt Coalition that develops and
implements a strategic plan that leverages best/proven
practices from other states.
Enact a comprehensive ban on the use of mobile
communication devices by GDL holders while operating a
motor vehicle.
Incentivize teens to complete driver education and training.
Task a state agency with developing and implementing
standards for oversight of commercial driving schools.
Review all teen driving resources to ensure consistency in
messaging and branding with a strong focus on GDL.
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MISSOURI TEEN DRIVING REVIEW RECOMMENDATIONS









Expand the number of local primary seat belt ordinances to
encompass, at minimum, municipalities/counties with the greatest
percentage of the state’s population or those that are over-involved
in crashes.
Restrict nighttime driving, at minimum, between the hours of
midnight and 5 AM and limit teen passengers to only one,
regardless of family affiliation, throughout the intermediate
license stage.
Strengthen the penalty provisions of the GDL law.
Provide law enforcement and the judiciary the tools, information
and training/education needed to effectively and efficiently enforce
and adjudicate GDL and other motor vehicle laws.
Expand the charge codes to capture the specific GDL violation on the
traffic citation.
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MISSOURI TEEN DRIVING REVIEW RECOMMENDATIONS







Ensure that the individuals tasked with addressing teen driving at
the District level have behavioral safety expertise.
Increase the minimum instruction permit entry age from 15 to 16
and the minimum intermediate licensing entry age to 16 ½.
Conduct a formal review of driver education to fully identify who is
delivering classroom and behind-the-wheel training and how.
Increase the supervised practice driving hours from 40 (including
10 at night) to a minimum of 50 (including 10 at night) and require
teens to complete and submit a log when appearing for the road
test.
Expand the number of local primary texting ordinances to
encompass, at minimum, the greatest percentage of the state’s
population or those municipalities/counties that are over involved.
in crashes.
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LINK TO THE TEEN ASSESSMENT REPORT


To see this report go to:
 www.modsea.org

 Click

on “News and Awards”
 Click on “Missouri Teen Driving Review SWOT Analysis
and Recommendations”
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WHAT HAS MODSEA BEEN DOING?


Continue promoting the need for/value of driver education. AAA
study of OR/Canada compared students having taken driver
education to those that had not and showed small positive results.
The NE study compared a larger number of students that had/had
not taken driver education and demonstrated significant positive
results.



Carol Hoormann & Allyn Workman met with local State
Representative to discuss need for driver education and the
likelihood of getting legislation this session.



Carol & Allyn met with Mark Sissom to revise the website.



Carol & Allyn met with Mike Right of AAA.



Carol & Allyn contacted insurance lobbyist that we talked with last
year.
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WHAT HAS MODSEA BEEN DOING?


Carol & Allyn met with Janice Rehak from DESE to discuss possibility of
requesting the Association of National Stakeholders in Traffic Safety Education
(ANSTSE) to provide free technical on-site assistance with the advancement of
Driver Education in Missouri. Janice was also asked to supply MODSEA with a
list of MO driver education instructors whether it be for the regular school year
or summer school instructors.



Conference call with Carol, Allyn, Janice Rehak, and Brett Robinson of
ADTSEA/HSS/ANSTSE.



Carol & Allyn attended State of Teen Driving Conference sponsored by MoDOT in
October in Columbia.



Talked with Bill Whitfield to secure MoDOT support to move forward with
NHTSA Assessment.
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WHAT HAS MODSEA BEEN DOING?


Requested DESE (Janice Rehak) write a letter to Brett Robinson of ANSTSE
requesting free technical on-site assistance in 2 areas:
 Program Administration (state agency collaboration and
oversight)
 Coordination with Driver Licensing.



Will need to work with ANSTSE in preparation for a full National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) Driver Education
Assessment to assist Missouri school districts interested in adopting and
implementing the Novice Teen Driver Education and Training
Administrative Standards (NTDETAS).



Waiting for a conference call to be set up within the next week or two
with representatives from DESE, MODSEA, MoDOT, ANSTSE, and NHTSA to
discuss the possibility of setting up the free technical on-site assistance.
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WHAT HAS MODSEA BEEN DOING?


Continuing work with Katrina Rowland of ThinkFirst on
developing a parent component called “First Impact”.



Allyn & Carol working with Kacey Buschjost of MoDOT to
look at updating the “Roadwise” booklet to better serve
as a resource for novice drivers and parents.



MODSEA representation at St. Louis MoDOT Coalition
meetings.



Dave Shearman working with Anna Musial of East-West
Gateway Council of Governments on developing the
“Save a Life” tour.
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WHAT HAS MODSEA BEEN DOING?


Allyn attended the national ADTSEA conference in Raleigh, NC.



Kerrie Warne has made many TyREDD presentations. Will
present at National Student Safety Program (NSSP) and
ADTSEA conferences in Portland, OR in July 2016.



A continued need to support the seat belt legislation and HB
2178 (Rep Galen Higdon) calling for driver education in public
schools in Missouri.



National ADTSEA Conference in Portland, OR July 17 – 20,
2016.



National ADTSEA Conference in 2017 will be in Sacramento, CA
July 16 – 19.
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